
 

Galaxy Classification “Matching” Game 
 
Audience age: Elementary School+ 
Program Type: Tabletop game 
Location: Classroom, booth, desk 
Duration: 10-15 minutes 
Volunteers: 1 
Audience size: Very Small (1-2 people) 

 
ACTIVITY GOALS 

Program  
Goals 

● Provide examples of what galaxies look like 
● Give an example of how classification schemes are developed 

Audience 
Goals 

● Learn about galaxy types 
● Learn about galaxy/stellar population colors 

 
SCIENCE STANDARDS (IF APPLICABLE) 
WILL LOOK INTO LATER 

 
HOOK: How many different kinds of galaxies are there? Do you want to be an astrophysicist? 

 
ENGAGEMENT NOTES 
1. People can get bored of the game if they think it’s taking too long to solve. Feel free to jump 
in and finish it off! 
2. If people are really interested, there are plenty of good chats to have about merger dynamics 
3. People are generally happy to be paired with others that they don’t know. 

 
MATERIALS 

● Galaxy image “flashcards”: ellipticals, spirals, mergers (NEED PROPORTIONS) 
 

SET-UP PHOTO OR NOTES 
Scramble-up galaxy images on a table. Make sure the Hubble Tuning Fork diagram is out of 
sight or face-down! 

 
COMPLEMENTARY HANDOUTS 

- Hubble Tuning Fork diagram, galaxy images and a merger simulation 
 

ACTIVITY PROCEDURE OUTLINE 
 
The challenge is to classify images of galaxies, without knowing a-priori what those 
classification groups are. This is exactly what astrophysicists conducting galaxy surveys are 
trying to do in their research! 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/0Bwkabl-eVSUkX2pXa0VRTlQ3VHM


 

Upon “completion”, the images of galaxies should have ended up in a few piles, roughly 
corresponding to spiral, elliptical, and “other/weird” (mergers). Using the Hubble Tuning Fork 
diagram as an example of how these galaxies could be classified, congratulate them on doing 
some real astronomy! 
 
If they still want to talk, dive into some basic astrophysics: ellipticals are red and dead, spiral 
galaxies are blue and star forming, and mergers are a mix. Red stars are old because blue 
ones burn-out faster, so galaxies probably use up their gas as spirals and evolve into ellipticals. 
But starbursts can occur in merger systems, where galaxies are introducing new material to 
“old” systems. 


